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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

 

Morning Trends: 

As of 4:30 AM CDT 

Corn: 1 to 3 higher 

Wheat: 5 to 7 higher 

Soybeans: 20 to 25 higher 

Soy Meal 4.0 to 4.5 higher 

Soy Oil: 75 to 80 higher 

 

Weather:    A progressive pattern 
with several disturbances this week 
will turn more to a ridge-west and trough-east pattern this weekend through much of next week. The U.S. and 
European models are similar through much of the period. I will use a blend of the models but favor the 
European. For the outlook period, temperatures on Sunday will be near to above normal in the north-central U.S. 
and near to below normal elsewhere. Temperatures will generally maintain this pattern with increasing 
temperatures next week. A system will move out of the Rockies and into the Southern Plains on Sunday, moving 
across the Southeast early next week. A clipper system will move through the Northern Plains and Midwest late 
next week. -DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (LIVESTOCK): Temperatures will remain above normal over the next 10 days with lower 
than normal stress on livestock. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (WINTER WHEAT/LIVESTOCK): The western half of the region remains in 
drought while there has been some easing across the north and east recently. A system in the middle of this 
week will miss most of the driest areas in the region but one over the weekend shows a little more promise for 
meaningful precipitation for the southwest. -DTN 

MIDWEST (WINTER WHEAT): Recent showers have been a significant benefit to dry soils across central Illinois 
and Indiana. Systems will largely miss the region over the next 10 days while temperatures remain mostly above 
normal. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/SOYBEANS): Scattered showers continue to fall, but moderate to heavy showers have been 
isolated in central Brazil. This continues to show mixed crop health on reproductive to filling corn and soybeans 
in the region. Stress has been concerning for areas that have been largely missed and fairly good conditions are 
seen on satellite for more isolated areas over the last several weeks. Southern areas have seen more 
widespread crop health issues due to more stretches of dryness. This will largely remain the case this week. A 
front will bring widespread showers to southern areas in the middle of the week while the isolated to scattered 
showers continue over the central. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (CORN/SOYBEANS): Scattered showers are moving across the country early this week, but more 
long-standing dryness will follow for the rest of the week, causing more stress to developing to reproductive corn 
and soybeans. Models are a little more aggressive with rainfall next week. -DTN 

EUROPE (WINTER WHEAT): Winter grains have gone into dormancy in good condition across the north and 
east. Scattered showers continue to fall across Spain and Italy as the storm track remains active through the 
Mediterranean this week. A few chances for showers exist, especially toward the weekend. Overall, conditions 
remain favorable for developing winter wheat. -DTN 

The Stories of the Day: 

In the short run these results will move markets in the long run the 
wheel of Dc move slow no matter who is in power 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/decision-day-in-georgia-
with-senate-majority-at-stake/ar-BB1ctB7w?li=BBnb7Kz   
Maybe not lighter food but for the lighter side 
https://www.msn.com/en-us/foodanddrink/foodnews/americas-best-
hole-in-the-wall-fried-chicken-spots/ss-BB1cnHhY?li=BBnbfcL  
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NORTHERN AFRICA (WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers fell across the region over the holiday weekend. 
This included amounts over one inch in portions of Morocco, where dryness has been more of a concern. 
Otherwise, with the storm track active through the Mediterranean this week, there will be a few chances for 
showers. Overall, conditions remain favorable for developing winter wheat, especially in the east. -DTN 

SOUTH AFRICA (CORN/SUGARCANE): Periods of showers will remain in the area over the next week. 
Conditions remain beneficial for developing corn and sugarcane. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (COTTON/SORGHUM): Periods of showers will develop over eastern areas through the coming 
weekend, favoring developing cotton and sorghum. -DTN 

MALAYSIA/INDONESIA (PALM OIL): Recent and forecast showers have been adequate for palm oil prospects 
as showers continue. -DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian March Palm Oil up 32 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange lower May corn down 1 to the Yuan, May beans down 29, May Meal down 29, 
May bean oil down 44, May palm oil down 36 

• Asian Equity markets were mixed Nikkei down .4%, China’s Shanghai up .7% 

• European Equity markets start mixed German Dax down .1%, London FTSE 100 up .7%  

• MATIF markets are higher March Corn up .25 to the Euro, Feb Rapeseed up 4.50, March Wheat up 1.0 

• Save the Date…Jan 6th…The FOMC Dec meeting notes to be released                

• Save the Date…Jan 8th…US employment numbers 

• Save the Date…Jan 12th…USDA S&Ds  

• Save the Date…Jan 15th…NOPA Crush  

• Save the Date…Feb 16th…MLB camps start to open  

• ASF in India https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/african-swine-fever-reported-in-manipur-illegal-
import-of-pigs-blamed/story-xivMeigUTf5StfEOB8X6QJ.html  

• Bird flu in India culls coming 
http://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/2/9/398170/World/International/India-to-cull-tens-of-
thousands-of-birds-over-avia.aspx   

• Speaking of more coming locust https://www.sify.com/news/more-desert-locust-swarms-to-hit-ethiopia-
kenya-fao-news-international-vbfhkjdafeeea.html  

• FAW is Australia ready https://www.freshplaza.com/article/9280790/australia-fall-armyworm-
management-being-ramped-up/  

• Weekly CFTC MM fund positions as of the close of 12/29 wheat long 13,360 contracts, corn long 
352,045 contracts, beans long 196,487 contracts, meal long 89,487 contracts, bean oil long 112,989 
contracts 

Commentary:  

Happy New Year, that said the trading year really does not get rolling until we get through the Jan USDA S&D 
numbers. It is kind of funny the new trading year does not really get rolling until we take one last backward look 
at US production numbers. This year it is all the more important for corn given the poor finish to the US spring 
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planted crop growing season. There is an old saying in this business crops in motion stay in motion. In the case 
for corn if the USDA trims yield results in the fall S&Ds, they tend to trim them again in the Jan numbers as well. 
This means one of the headline numbers of the Jan report is the final yield number for US corn production. The 
lean going into the report is that this number could be dropped anywhere from .5 to 1.0 bushel an acre. Between 
this expected drop in yield as well as increases in the US export line is why many in the trade feel the Jan 
domestic US carryout number could fall below 1.5 billion bushels. But the USDA Jan reports are also forward 
looking. The other big headline for the corn market will be USDA projections for S. American corn production. In 
Dec, the USDA pegged the big 5 corn production, Brazil 110.0 MT, Argentina 49.0 MT, Paraguay 4.2 MT, Bolivia 
1.2 MT, and Uruguay .6 MT, for a total production number of 165.4 MMT. Today with adverse weather impacting 
Argentina principally the trade is sub 155.0 MMT production number and falling. Some feel the Argentina crop 
is sub 45.0 MT and if January dryness persists is on its way to 40.0 MT. The bottom line the Jan USDA numbers 
will set the trading tone for the next 90 days. The Jan USDA numbers will be a good indicator if the MM funds 
will continue to add to their healthy longs and challenge their all-time length in corn at 429,189 contracts. The 
fact that no matter which way you look, backwards to the final USDA yield number for US corn or forward to S. 
America production world supplies are shrinking. World supplies are shrinking but the Chinese appetite for world 
feed grains is not. Once again China is on the prowl for world raw commodities, until they are not. That is why 
we want to keep an eye on the Dollar vs. Yuan spread as an early trip wire to Chinese demand. Happy Jan 12th 
New Year corn trader it should be a fun trading environment in 2021.  

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 

loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 
investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

 

 

 


